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Marketing is a concept that is commonly believed to be the key to
achieving organizational goals. This is accomplished through the determination of
the needs and wants of potential customers and the deliverance of the product or
service that meets this need more effectively and efficiently than any of the
company's competitors.
The survey of San Francisco printers demonstrated that while the
companies do employ persons in a marketing or pricing capacity, that these
individuals do not play a significant role in capital equipment purchasing. Each
phase in the procurement process was handled by top management almost
exclusively.
The two situations investigated, replacement and additional equipment
purchases, also demonstrated the lack of marketing involvement. Each situation,
although quite distinct, was treated in almost the same exact manner by the
respondent companies including the time frame each took from the start of the
project until the final decision.
Thus, most of the companies surveyed did not base their equipment




The commercial printing industry increased its annual sales by 4.5% in
1985. This increase in demand for printed products is due to a growth in
business activity, gains in the number of businesses established, and especially an
increase in the amount of advertising. This rise in demand is encouraging
printers to engage in greater product specialization in order to facilitate
production. In order to improve through specialization, a printer needs to focus
his capital equipment purchasing on items that relate directly to the type of
printing that best meets the needs of his customer group-or target market.
The procurement of new equipment very often has a profound impact on
the capacity, profitability, and productivity of the organization. Such
procurements are complex because they require considerable capital
expenditures, planning, and coordination from the company. The complexity of
this decision making process necessitates the formulation of a basic marketing
plan from which a printer can base all of his strategic purchasing decisions.
FOOTNOTES
1. U.S. Industrial
2. ibid., p. 27-1.
tlook. 1986, January 1986, p. 27-15.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
MARKETING AND THE PRINTER
A printing company's marketing plan should serve as the basis for the
company's strategic planning. This plan should exist long before a product is sold
or service is rendered to determine if there is a market for the particular product
or service. Once such a plan has been established marketing continues
throughout the product or service life to control its price, distribution, and
promotion. This is not to say that marketing ceases once the product reaches the
customer; on the contrary, marketing continues long afterward to monitor the
success or correct the failure of the product. In the printing industry success is
manifested by repeat business.
Marketing is not simply selling a product, but also includes the profitable
satisfaction of the customer's need. Too often marketing is misinterpreted as a
sales approach to meeting the customer's requirements. A sales approach is
merely a product-centered one where the focus is on the actual item and the
production and sale of it. This type of limited approach is often demonstrated in
the purchase of equipment to produce the product better or faster without an
analysis to determine if the product is indeed the one that best meets the needs of
the consumer.
The sales approach is characterized by its concern with short term sales
volumes, individual customers and accounts, and the actual art of selling. Its
success is measured in terms of immediate sales revenues. This narrow approach
is still extensively encountered in today's world because many companies are still
very much product oriented. They feel that if their product or service is selling
well there is no need to expand their outlook because success is so easily viewed
in terms of sales volume.
Amarketing approach, on the other hand, looks further ahead than current
sales volumes. ". . . beyond current sales, marketing involves analyzing
environmental changes, new consumer needs, competitive challenges and new
strategies for company
growth."2
Marketing concerns itselfwith the customer~his
wants and needs. Combining this with an understanding of the marketplace, the
prudent company will tailor its production capabilities to meet those needs. This
represents a shift from a product oriented approach to a focus on the "provision of
satisfaction"*'
as perceived by the consumer. If the customer is assured of this
satisfaction, then repeat purchases will occur.
The marketing approach concerns itself with long-term corporate growth
as opposed to short-term sales volume. This is characterized by the translation of
industry trends and opportunitites into new products and markets. It focuses on
market segments ("target markets")~groups of people with the same needs, not
just on individual accounts. For the printer this translates into specialization, not
just "commercial
printing."
The measure of its success is company growth~a much
longer range projection than the immediate one of sales revenue. The company
is concerned with "satisfying the consumer's needs while meeting the objectives of
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the orgamzation.
A printing company must anticipate the consumer's needs and direct its
production accordingly. Thus, the company can achieve what is termed the "utility
concept"-the value that is gained from satisfying human wants. This concept is
divided into three subdivisions: (1) the form of the product, which combines all
the wants of the consumer as well as the materials to be used and the features it
should include; (2) the availability of the product, both the time and place most
convenient to the customer; and finally, (3) the customer's ability to possess the
product, the completion of the transaction thereby enabling his right to use the
desired product. This utility concept combines manufacturing and marketing, and
demonstrates that each is dependent on the other. It also confirms that not only
does the product need to be sold so the customer can possess it, but also that
merely selling it is not enough to be successful in the long run. Peter Drucker
emphasized this by stating, "There will always be a need for some selling. But the
aim of marketing is to make selling superfluous. The aim ofmarketing is to know
and understand customer segments so well that the product or service sells itself.
Ideallymarketing should result in a customer who is ready to
buy."5
A successful marketing-oriented company will be able to diagnose it's
customer's problems and assess at what level these problems exist. Once
diagnosed, the company will determine the best solution to meet the needs of the
consumer. The implementation of this solution includes allocating proper
equipment and materials, monitoring the progress, organizing the proper
personnel, and interaction at all levels to insure the success of the solution. Once
implemented, the final step is to evaluate the results to determine if the needs of
the customer have been met profitably. If not, then the channels exist to analyze
why the project did not succeed and to correct if necessary.
The implementation of this company-wide marketing strategy begins with a
"mission
statement"
in which the long range goals are set by top management with
input from the operating departments including the marketing department, if one
exists, because the marketing department analyzes the current industry trends as
well interfacing with the sales force to determine the existing as well as potential
customers'
wants. With these goals in mind, the company's domain is specified in
terms of customer groups, customer needs, and the technology required to meet
these needs.
The technology in this case relates to the printing equipment needed by the
company that best meets its
customers'
needs. If it has been determined that a
company's best market is in the two-color area, it would be impractical to
purchase a six-unit press. Conversely, it is also inadvisable to sell process color
work from a company that has only one-unit presses. Thus, the focus of a printing
company should be the purchase of equipment that fits its target market's needs,
not to sell printing to fit equipment that was purchased for reasons other than
satisfying the needs of its consumer group.
THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS
The decision to enter into a major purchasing situation involves many
fundamental activities before such a decision can be made final. These activities
are commonly referred to as "decision
points"
as they provide a step-by-step basis
for investigating each phase of the procurement process. These points are
relevant for each of the three "buying situations": the straight rebuy, or routine
order; the modified rebuy, where some new item is considered to update what the
company already has; or the new task; which is a completely new type of
acquisition.
As stated before, the marketing plan of a company should serve as the
basis for all strategic planning as well as decision making. In the case of
equipment purchasing, the first step is the anticipation or recognition of a
consumer need and a general solution to fill that need-one of the fundamental
aspects of any marketing plan. A printer needs to analyze what his market is and
what equipment is needed to serve that market profitably before proceeding to
the next phase of decision making.
After the printer recognizes the need, the next step is to characterize that
need and determine the best solution. This task is started by determining the
characteristics and quality of the needed item. Then this determination is set
forth in a description of the item outlining every feature necessary. These first
three steps: recognition of the need, determination of the item to fill that need,
and a detailed description of the item make up the fundamental basis of the
procurement process. Also, these tend to be the steps overlooked or undervalued
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as the decision making process continues, because management is concerned with
the company's apparent needs before that of its customer.
After the equipment need has been recognized, determined, and described,
the next steps involve searching for and qualifying potential sources of the item
that fulfill that need. Vendors are chosen for many different reasons, as discussed
later, but when analyzing proposals one of the best methods to approach them is
by presenting a typical printing situation to all prospective vendors. For example,
if a company prints a certain type of brochure often, it should present its written
specifications to each vendor to examine how each would approach the job when
given the exact same parameters to workwith. In this manner, each source has an
equal opportunity to present its product to the printer in a situation that puts all of
the vendors on the same level.
Once the proposals are collected from the various vendors, all that is left to
do is to evaluate them and select the supplier or suppliers that can best supply the
equipment determined to meet the company's needs. After reaching the decision
on who is to supply the needed item, the printer then proceeds with the "order
routine"~filling out of forms, obtaining the funds necessary, modifying the plant, if
needed, and determining the time of delivery. Although this may seem to be
the end of the procurement process, there remains one further very important
step. Evaluation of performance is the final step in the decision making process.
This step analyzes feedback from all departments to determine whether the
purchase trulymet the production needs of the company.
The straight rebuy and modified rebuy situations tend to skip many of the
first phases in the procurement process while the new task situation closely
interweaves all of the decision points for the following reasons.
In the straight and modified rebuy situations the company already has
some relevant past buying experience in that area. This past history will
determine the best solution to the company's needs, Thus simplifying the
recognition phase. Many times the former supplier is the best one to fill the new
order as the purchase may be simply for replacement purposes. Thus the search
for and acquisition of proposals tends to be less involved than if the company had
no past purchasing experience.
The new task situation is characterized by a progressive narrowing of the
solution area of the problem. The qualification of sources is closely related to
this narrowing down process. Many times a supplier is chosen before a final
solution is reached because the supplier who comes up with the best initial
solution to the company's production need is likely to receive the order. Thus, the
determination and description phases as discussed above are likely to follow the
selection of suppliers as the qualification of sources seems to be a qualitative
competition rather than a competition based on comparative costs. The
reputation of the vendors for capability far outweighs the economic
considerations inherent in capital equipment purchasing. This stems from the
tendency of the individual decision maker to act cautiously and conservatively to
avoid undue personal risks to himself by choosing a vendor that is not
"accepted."
This is discussed further in the analysis of buying behavior.
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Although the three buying situations differ in their approaches to the
decision points in the procurement process, the recognition of a consumer need is
always the motivating factor. This aspect of a company's marketing strategy
should always precede any steps in a purchasing situation as otherwise
procurement decisions will be made without any formal or structured basis. Thus
marketing plays a vital role in the procurement process.
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ORGANIZATIONALBUYING BEHAVIOR
The decision to purchase new equipment is affected by various influences
which make the process "much more than the simple act of placing an orderwith a
7supplier."
These influences are either external to the organization or internal to
both the individual and the organization. No matter which type of buying
situation exists, both types of influences interact to determine the buyer's
behavior. This is not to say that the basic procedure in decision making is
obscured by any one of these influences but is, rather, clarified as to the
"solution"
that is perceived best for the organization.
The external factors all deal with different aspects of the environment
within which the organization must function. The physical environment,
consisting of the actual geographic location of the buyer, can preclude certain
equipment purchases because a certain system may not function in those
environmental conditions or are unobtainable due to location. The technical
environment influences the nature of the buying process especially with the
electronic advancements prevalent in today's society. For example, the use of
computers greatly improves the methods used to forecast the final impact of the
new equipment on the company's profitability. The economic environment can
define the level of
"need"
for the printer's services by analyzing the supply and
demand factors of the market for those services. It also determines the price of
the equipment as well as the ability of the organization to finance the new
purchase. The political environment may, at times, influence the decision if there
are governmental regulations or restrictions in effect for either the end product or
the equipment-such as quota restrictions on importing a foreign-produced
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machine or products used in conjunction with that machine. The cultural
environment as well as the general social conditions are the other environmental
factors that influence the purchasing decision. Whether it be the end customer, or
the printer himself, society's values, ideals, and customs all factor into the buyer's
decision making process.
General business conditions and constraints influence the purchasing
decision as an additional external variable. Day-to-day business constraints can
affect the amount of time and effort management spends analyzing the aspects of
the procurement process. If a company's business is not doing well, management
may concentrate on short-term solutions without researching other, perhaps not
so obvious ones. Thus the purchasing decision may be made without regard to the
"need"
as set forth by the fundamental decision point that relates to the company's
strategic marketing plan.
The final external factors are the
"sources"
themselves. The source that
has the most influence is then divided into three subfactors. The source, in this
case the salesperson, is the contact from the vendor to the potential buyer and the
perception of that person's capabilities in turn reflects that of the vendor he is
representing. The next factor is the
"channel"
or the method of conveying the
attributes of the potential vendor, and how its product will fill the
"need"
recognized by the purchaser. If this channel is not clearly established the
information could be misunderstood or not received at all. The final factor is the
"message"
itself. Does this product, indeed, solve the perceived problem of the
company? Is this the best solution available? The message is the product itself,
or the perceived solution to the company's need. It must convince the purchaser
that the product is the final answer to the problem. Unfortunately, the buyer is
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also contending with the source, channel, and message from every other potential
vendor. Thus the sources present the final external factor faced in the buying
decision.
The internal factors affecting the buyer's decision making process are the
organizational constraints, the buyer's psychological mechanism and behavior
factors, and the influences of other members of the buying center. Each internal
factor interacts with the external ones to influence the buyer's decision.
The organizational constraints are comprised of different systems within
the company. First, there is the goal and task systemwhich outlines each person's
job and what is expected from that position. The communication and information
system controls the feedback within the organization to achieve the proper
channels to make informed decisions. The next three systems are closely
interrelated: the reward system, the authority system, and the status system. The
authority system makes sure that the tasks are completed to achieve the
company's goals. If properly completed, the persons responsible are then
rewarded which contributes to the status of their positions. Thus the interaction
of all these systems as well as the technological status of the company influence
the buyer's decisionmaking process.
The buying behavior of the company is also dependent on the structure of
the company-whether it is centralized or decentralized. If the command structure
is well defined it serves as another constraint placed on the buyer-he cannot
make a decisionwithout obtaining approval from the "authority
system."
The buyer's psychological mechanism and behavior factors comprise what
is termed the "buyer's black
box,"
where all of the factors are filtered through and
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the decision making process is initiated. The buyer's motivation, perception,
learning, and cognitive processes make up this psychological compilation.
Combined with his past purchasing characteristcs and communication habits, the
buyer processes the information received from all variables outside his black box
and reaches the final decision making stage. At this end-point he will seek all the
information possible concerning the potential purchase-he'll
"shop"
around-and
eventually will buy from a preferred source, a vendor previously used or one
recommended to him. The rationale for this comes from the inherent desire for
safety in his decision making. All the other members in the buying center will
agree with this purchase as well as members of other groups not directly involved
in the purchasing decision because of the sense of security that an accepted
supplier brings. The buyer is in a vulnerable position if he tries a new supplier
and, for the most part, the personal risks are too great to take the chance.
All of these detenninants of the buyer's behavior tend to make the
purchasing process far more complex than it would initially appear. Thus, it is
necessary to have an established basis on which the buyer can support any
decisionwithout taking any unnecessary personal risks. The company's marketing
strategy can provide this support system. It provides the necessary foundation for
the organization's buying decisions for the long-range company profitability.
15
FOOTNOTES
1. Marketing: Concepts. Strategies, and Decisions, pp. 6-7.
2. op. cit.
3. Marketing Concepts and Applications. 2nd Ed., p. 14.
4. Marketing: Concepts. Strategies, and Decisions, pp. 8-9.
5. Basic Marketing. 8th Ed., p. 12.
6. Industrial Buying and Creative Marketing, p. 54.




If a printing company appears to employ a strategic marketing plan, as
evidenced by the utilization of employees dedicated solely to marketing functions,





The research tool used to analyze the decision making process as it
pertains to capital equipment purchasing was a survey distributed to 240 San
Francisco Bay area printing companies which elicited 83 responses. These
companies were selected from the local Printing Industries 1987 Buyers Guide~a
listing of all 700 members and associates of Printing Industries of Northern
California (PINC). The first criterion was to select companies within the 94
zip code range to insure proximity to San Francisco and eliminate any chance of
bias due to location. The next step was to eliminate the companies that could not
be classified as printers-color separators, trade binderies, suppliers, and brokers.
This left approximately 370 companies from which a sample could be drawn.
Thus, for every five companies eligible for selection, three were then chosen as
the sample, skipping the next two eligible companies, and beginning the process
over again.
The first section of the questionnaire consisted of eleven questions
concerning the profile of each company surveyed. This was used to separate the
distinguishing characteristics of the respondents. The second and third sections
investigated the decision making process involved in both replacement and
additional equipment purchasing situations. It was necessary to make the
distinction between the two buying situations because, as previously discussed,
there is a difference in approach to the phases in the procurement process. Each
of the three sections determined the extent that a company's marketing
department, if it existed, influenced the purchasing decisions of that company.
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A questionnaire, according to Patricia Labaw, is "an instrument of
communication-a two-way conversation between the respondent and the survey
researcher."1
It allows the researcher to piece together the respondent's answers
to form a coherent picture ofwhat is being researched. With a questionnaire, one
can assess the importance placed on the issue being researched by the level of
"respondent consciousness'-whether or not the person being questioned truly
understands the implications of his answers.
The advantage of using a mail survey/questionnaire included: a wider
distribution area, less respondent bias due to the interviewer-interviewee
relationship or the type of company environment. More centralized control was
also possible because only one set of questions was sent without possible personal
bias as with personal interviewing, and finally, a questionnaire provided more
flexibility given limited time and resources.
The major limitation in this methodology is the lack of responses. It is
impossible to achieve a 100% response rate which is true for any data-gathering
method used in research. But, one can approximate the truth by eliminating, or
at least measuring, the statistical errors of the sample. By taking the sampling
error into account, one can avoid conclusions that are statistically inaccurate as
well as unrelated to what is being researched in the first place. And, by selecting
only one specific region, one can reduce
the chance of bias due to geographical
location.
Unfortunately, a questionnaire tends to investigate the situation in a
generalized manner. To counteract this, an in depth case study was conducted to
give a practical illustration of organzational buying behavior. The San Francisco
19
printing company chosen was experiencing simultaneously both the modified
rebuy and new task procurement situations which made it a classic example of the
concepts discussed in the previous chapters.
Both the questionnaire and the case study investigated the capital
equipment purchasing habits of San Francisco printers in order to determine if




1. Advanced Questionnaire Design, p. 11.




ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONS AND RELEVANCE OF RESPONSES
COMPANY PROFILE
From the first section of the questionnaire, the profiles of the companies
surveyed were broken down into three categories in order to distinguish them by
sales volume, main product produced and process used, and the number of
employees and their respective breakdown by department. The specific answers
the companies had to choose from were based on ratio studies set forth by the
Printing Industries of America (PLA) as industry standards. These categories
served not only to characterize each respondent, but also to investigate the growth
of the company in a three year time frame and to determine the number of people
employed having direct marketing input to the company.
The average sales volume of the respondents was in the $500,000-$ 1.5
million category for both 1982 and 1985 with more than 43% showing an
unchanged volume growth in the three year span (TABLE A). This slow growth
has been marked by many cutbacks by printers in this area as well as many
companies shutting down production altogether.
Three quarters of the companies indicated that "commercial
printing"
is
the main product they produced with almost all utilizing lithography as the
primary process employed
(TABLES B, C). Commercial printing tends to be a
somewhat ambiguous term until one realizes that much of the San Francisco
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business community is service-oriented, thereby necessitating the production of
commercial collateral material to promote products and services.
The number of employees in most of the companies was fifty or fewer with
the large sales volume producers employing more than that. Almost all the
respondents had ten or fewer employees working in their prepress departments,
while three-quarters had about the same number working in the
postpress/finishing department. All of these numbers point to the preponderance
of small printing companies in this area. This fact is also evidenced by the
overwhelming number of companies that are not divisions or subsidiaries of other
firms, and whose CEO's work full time in the operations. The characteristics of a
small firm are demonstrated further in this study in the decision making processes
of these same companies, as well as in the specific example carefully examined in
the case study following this chapter.
The final two questions deal with the number of employees that specifically
handle marketing and pricing. Over half responded that at least one, and up to
five employees, handle only the marketing aspects of the firm. Even more
companies employ the same number in an estimating or pricing capacity that is
separate from production control (TABLE D). These are the people who should
be responsible for the product or mix of products to meet the consumer need
and price them accordingly to insure the long-range success
of the company. But,
as the study will show, these





In both situations, replacement and additional equipment purchasing, the
questions were worded the same in order to distinguish if any difference existed
between the two in the company decision making process. Also the same wording
was used to determine if the involvement with either the sales or marketing
employees in the decision making process changed with the situation. The
decisionmaking time frame for the two situations was the last area investigated in
these sections to determine if a difference existed in the amount of time it took to
reach a purchasing decision.
In each of the four phases of the purchasing situations: the start of the
project, the investigation of the alternatives, the presentation of the proposal, and
the final decision, Top Management showed a significant involvement in both the
replacement and additional equipment procurement processes (TABLES E, F,
G). The Plant Supervisor is the next level of authority to exhibit any sort of
involvement in the first three phases of the decision making but not any more so
in the replacement than the additional equipment purchasing situations.
According to the respondents, top management always makes the final decision as
to what to purchase without any significant involvement from any other division
within the company (TABLE H). The inclusion of top management in so many
phases of the purchasing situations is characteristic of small companies. The
owner or manager feels a need to be involved in all the activities of the
organization without delegating any responsibility to other members who possibly
have more insight in certain aspects of the decision making process.
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This concept of total involvement is re-enforced in the apparent lack of
sales and/or marketing input regarding the purchasing proposal. There is a slight
increase in their inclusion prior to proposal preparation, rather than reviewing the
proposal once its been written (TABLES I, J). But even then, it seems that sales
is included more so than marketing. In both cases two-thirds of the general
managers who responded indicated that they spoke for both sales and marketing
in the review of and preparation of the purchasing proposal. This is true for both
the replacement and additional purchasing situations with very little difference
between the two. Also, in many cases there were companies who, although they
indicated employing persons in positions dedicated to marketing activities, did not
include these same employees in either the meeting to review the purchasing
proposal or did not ask for their opinions prior to the proposal preparation
(TABLE K).
The time frame from the start of the project until a final decision is
reached is the final area investigated (TABLE L). For almost all the companies
the process took one year or less with over half reaching a decision in less than six
monthes. This proved true for both the replacement and additional purchasing
situations, with seventy percent of the
respondents indicating it took the exact
same amount of time to reach a procurement decision in both situations.
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CASE STUDY-SOUTH PARK PRESS
As stated previously, an in depth study of a typical San Francisco printing
company was conducted to illustrate in a practical manner the buying behavior of
an organization. Both a new printing press and a computerized estimating system
were purchased in April and May of 1987 respectively. These two distinct
purchasing situations were approached in completely diverse directions and their
successes and/or failures remain to be seen.
South Park Press, formerly known as Mission-Beatty Printing Company,
was purchased in 1975 by its present owner. There are thirteen people currently
employed there, placing it in the most common size category in the survey of
printing firms. Also in keeping with the mode, the sales volume between the years
1982 and 1985 stayed within the $500,000-$ 1.5 million range. South Park Press is
a commercial printing company with offset lithography as the primary process
used in production. The company's market is in the short to medium run, one and
two color collateral work-primarily for advertising agencies. There are three
employees in each of the prepress and postpress departments, which is also in
keeping with the survey mode. In the office, there is one estimator who is also in
charge of production control, one bookkeeper/secretary, one sales representative
who also serves as a customer service liaison, and the owner who also acts as the
primary sales representative. It
is common for the owner of a small company to
act as sales representative and be responsible for bringing in the majority of work.
There are no separate marketing/pricing employees within the organization, these
jobs are handled by the estimator and by the owner.
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In 1987 the company decided to purchase a new printing press as well as a
computerized estimating system. As there already exist three offset printing
presses in the plant, this purchase of a new press could be classified as a modified
rebuy. It was not a straight rebuy because the owner decided to upgrade the
existing equipment. This decision to purchase stemmed from the need to improve
the quality of output the two large presses were currently achieving. The
estimating system was a completely new type of acquisition for the company-all
estimates had been previously done by hand. As a new task situation, there was
no obvious motivation for purchase or any relevant past buying experience as with
the situation of the presses wearing out. The procurement process for both of
these purchases differed greatly with the common end result of the owner making
the final decision himself.
For the last twelve years, since the purchase of the company by the present
owner, all of the large size offset lithographic work had been produced on two
Harris 29-inch single-color presses. The quality ofwork generated from these two
presses had begun to decline, thereby necessitating some expensive repairs in
order to extend the useful life of the machines. Both presses were experiencing
many mechanical problems such as: delivery chains breaking,
gear teeth not
meshing properly, and general
roller problems. Each of these mechanical
difficulties resulted in the non-function of the press and loss of production time.
With this problem in mind, the loss of production in the plant due to
mechanical difficulties, the owner decided it was a good time to replace either one
or both of the presses with a newer one. The
decision to buy was based on a
genuine need to replace an older piece of
equipment with one in better condition,
but the owner's approach to find the best
solution to fill this need did not follow
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the logical progression outlined in the previous chapters on the procurement
process. Instead of analyzing the characteristics of the most common types of jobs
required by the company's customers, the owner put these characteristics into a
general description of a need for "a two-color
press."
As the company specializes
in the one and two color market this decision was a logical one. Unfortunately,
the owner did not analyze the sizes most commonly run on the existing presses
and ultimately decided to purchase a used 36-inch two-color press-seven inches
larger than the largest sheet size commonly run. All of these decisions were made
by the owner without any feedback from the other management personnel or the
pressmen themselves.
The computerized estimating system followed a completely different
procurement process. Without any perceived experience in purchasing a
computer software system, the owner called in a consultant to help in all of the
fundamental activities of the purchasing situation. The consultant talked with
all of the employees who would be using the system to find out what their general
requirements would be and prepared a detailed description of the characteristics
an ideal system should include. He then sent this description to all potential
vendors and asked for submission of written proposals outlining each system's
features. This qualification process then narrowed the choice down to three
possible systems. Each of these three were demonstrated to the employees and
owner of South Park Press over the period of a month or so. Then each of the
three vendors was sent a sample of an actual printed job that was typical of the
printing company's output for
them to estimate on their system, in order to set
them all at the same level for comparison purposes. After careful analysis of
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these proposals the owner reached a decision of the best system he perceived
would meet the company's needs.
An analysis of both purchases remains to be seen, as the press has not been
delivered yet, and the estimating system is still being loaded with South Park
Press's unique data. But, both procurement processes are typical of the manner in
which a small company approaches capital equipment purchasing and provide an




The goal of this study was to determine whether marketing ideas
consciously influence the practice of capital equipment purchasing decisions. As
this was a survey of only one specific region, one cannot draw valid conclusions
concerning the whole printing industry. Thus, any conclusions inferred from this
survey include the printers of the San Francisco Bay Area alone.
The results of the questionnaire indicated that while the majority of
printers do employ separate marketing personnel, top management has the need
to be in total control of every phase of a major purchasing decision, as well as
every marketing decision, and, between the two distinct purchasing situations,
there did not exist a marked difference in the procurement process.
The printers in the San Francisco area do not seem to apply advice from
individuals employed in the marketing/pricing capacity of the company when
purchasing new equipment. As a company's marketing plan should serve as the
basis for the company's strategic planning there must exist individuals within the
organization to insure that this plan is used to base equipment purchasing
decisions. According to the responses from the questionnaire, the marketing
employees are not usually asked for input during the procurement process, and
very often the general manager speaks for
them in these matters.
The remarkable amount of complete top management control in all phases
of equipment purchasing leaves little room
for employee input in such situations.
In most instances, management does not use the equipment on a daily basis-that
is left to production and manufacturing personnel, who are directly affected by
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any piece of new machinery. These individuals need to give input on the
operating characteristics as they are the ones responsible for its utilization, such as
the employees at South Park Press who will be using the new estimating system.
Also, in many instances, these employees have a better working knowledge of
what constitutes a good piece of equipment, especially if one is considering a used
item, such as the 36-inch two-color press recently purchased by the owner of South
Park Press.
Top management cannot analyze all of the choices and what their effect on
the overall company profitability without sufficient research. Thus input from
other departments, or even outside consultants, is imperative at the primary stages
of the procurement process to insure the best possible decision is reached with the
maximum amount of efficiency. If the owner is busy with day-to-day concerns of
running the business, or generating sales, he will not be able to devote the proper
amount of time required to make an educated decision.
The questionnaire also examined two distinct purchasing situations to
discover if any difference in buying behavior existed. The first situation
investigated was the "straight
rebuy"
or replacement purchase. In this case the
procurement decision has no need of new information concerning the equipment.
The other situation was a "new
task"
or additional equipment purchase. In this
type of acquisition, the company has no relevant past buying behavior on which to
base its purchase. Thus, the decision makers must rely on a great deal of
information, from internal as well as external sources, concerning the machinery
and its capabilities. In two such disparate purchasing categories, one cannot treat
them as the same, as so many of the
respondents did. Even the time frame
involved must change because so much new data is needed in order to analyze the
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choices available and their effect on the company's marketing strategy~if one
exists. Thus, the large number of respondents who treated both situations as if
theywere the same, would lead one to believe that there was no logical reasoning
on which to base these purchases. It also stands to reason that two thirds of the
respondents who treated both these purchasing decisions the same were one with
total top management control over purchasing activities.
Although the owner at South Park Press did not treat the purchase of the
computer system the same as the new press, it does not mean that he had any less
control over either situation. The press was purchased with very little input from
any other employee within the organization, or analysis of its long-range impact.
It became a purely emotional decision as characterized by the total lack of
marketing evaluation. The final decision of the computer system purchase,
although a much better informed decision, did not take into account the lack of
flexibility within the system. This is very typical of the small printing company, at
least in the San Francisco area, and the total involvement the owners find
necessary.
As a final analysis of the study, most Bay Area printers do not employ any
type of formal marketing strategywhen acquiring
new equipment as evidenced by
the lack of input by separate marketing employees, the total
control of purchasing
situations by top management, and the lack of
distinction in buying behavior in




RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY
When analyzing a marketing strategy and its application to members of an
industry such as printing, the theory may be correct but there does not exist
enough practice to measure it's effectiveness. Thus, there is a need for further
research into the companies themselves in order to examine what are the
motivational factors when considering the purchase of new equipment. This can
be accomplished through more follow-up personal interviews with managers in
which more detailed questions can elicit desired responses and an analysis can
then be successfully compiled.
Another area for research is the financial implications of capital
equipment purchasing. This is an aspect ofmarketing ofmajor interest to anyone
considering an additional equipment procurement because, for most, cost can be
the final deciding factor. An in-depth analysis of breakeven points, fixed and
variable costs, as well as capital budgeting decisions are all necessary topics for
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II) THE FOUR PHASES OF EQUIPMENT PURCHASING SITUATIONS
TABLE E
























































































REPLACEMENT VS. ADDITIONAL PURCHASING
Time Frame: Replacement Additional Difference
0-3 months 37 28 -9
3-6 months 19 24 + 5
6 months- 1 year 20 23 +3
1-3 years 5 5 0
3 years + 1 1 0
Respondents indicated more than one answer per question.







1) What was your sales volume for 1982?
? 0-$250,000 ? $250,000-$500,000 ? $500,000-$1 .5 million
? $1.5 million-$5 million ? $5 million-$10 million ? $10 million +
2) What was your sales volume for 1985?
D 0-$250,000 ? $250,000-$500,000 ? $500,000-$1 .5 million
? $1 .5 million-$5 million ? $5 million-$10 million ? $10 million +
3) What is the main product that you print?
? Books ? Periodicals/Magazines ? Business Forms ? Commercial Printing
D Catalogs/Directories D Financial ? Tags, Labels & Wrappers
D Other (please specify)
4) What type of printing process do you primarily use?
? Lithography(Offset) ? Letterpress ? Gravure
D Flexography ? Other (please specify)
5) How many employees currently work at your plant?
? 1-20 ? 21-50 ? 51-150 ? 151-250 ? 251-500 ? 501 +
6) How many employees work in your prepress department?
? 1-10 ? 11-20 ? 21-50 ? 51-100 ? 101 + ? do not have a prepress department
7) How many employees work in your finishing/postpress department?
? 1-10 ?11-20 ?21-50 ? 51-100 ?101+ ? do not have a finishing/postpress department
8) Are you a division or subsidiary of another firm?
? yes ? no
9) Does your CEO work full time in your operations?
? yes ? no
10) How many employees do you have whom you
would classify as doing marketing work
other than clerks, estimators, or sales
representatives?
? 1-5 0 6-10 ? 11-20 ? 21-50 ? 51 + ?
none
11) How many employees are in your estimating
or pricing department
which is separate from production control?
? 1-5 0 6-10 ? 11-20 ? 21-50 Q51+ ?
none
Missing Page
4) Who usually makes the final decision?
^3
? Top Management ? Finance ? Sales ? Marketing ? Plant Supervisor
? Plant Staff ? Other (please specify)
5) What is the usual length of time from the start of the project
until a final decision is reached?
? 0-3 months ? 3-6 months ? 6 months-1 year ? 1-3 years ? 3 years +
6) Are sales employees asked for opinions prior to proposal preparation?
? yes ? no ? no separate sales employees
7) Are marketing employees asked for opinions prior to proposal preparation?
? yes ? no ? no separate marketing employees
8) Are sales employees present at the meeting to review the proposal?
? yes ? no ? no separate sales employees
9) Are marketing employees present at the meeting to review the proposal?
? yes ? no ? no separate marketing employees
10) Does the general manager speak for either marketing or sales in these
matters?
? sales only ? marketing only ? both ? neither
REMARKS
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QUESTION # QUESTION # REPI
COMPANY PROFILE
1.1 Sales volume of 1982:
(A) 0-5250,000 10
(B) $250,00O-$500,000 13
(C) $500,000-51.5 million 32
(D) $1.5 million-$5 million 17
(E) $5 million-$10 million 4
(F) $10 million* 2
1.2 Sales volume of 1985:
(A) 0-$250,000 5
(B) $250,000-$500,000 6
(C) $500,000-$1.5 million 34
(D) $1.5 million-$5 million 24
(E) $5 million-$10 million 9





(C) Business Forms 3
(D) Commercial Printing 64
(E) Catalogs/Directories 2
( F ) F i nanc i a I 2
(G) Tags, Labels & Wrappers 1
(H) Other 13
1.4 Type of printing process:
























(F) Do not have a prepress department 4






(F) Do not have a postpress department 4
Division/Subsidiary of another firm:
(A) Yes 7
(B) No 75
CEO work full time:
(A) Yes 75
(B) No 6














IN A REPLACEMENT PURCHASING SITUATION:
II. 1 Who starts the project:
II. 2




(E) Plant Supervisor 17
(F) Plant Staff 8
(G) Other 4
Who investigates the project:





(E) Plant Supervisor 21
(F) Plant Staff 13
(G) Other 3
II. 3 who makes the proposal:




(E) Plant Supervisor 16
(F) Plant Staff 7
(G) Other 2
1 1.4 Who makes the final decision:




(E) Plant Supervisor 4
(F) Plant Staff 2
(G) Other 4
1 1. 5 Time length from start to final decision:
(A) 0-3 months 37
(B) 3-6 months 19
(C) 6
months- 1 year 20
(D) 1-3 years 5
(E) 3 years+ 1
1 1. 6 Sales opinion prior to proposal:
(A) Yes 44
(B) No 10
(C) No separate sales employees 25
1 1. 7 Marketing opinion prior to proposal:
(A) Yes 31
(B) No 6
(C) No separate marketing employees 25





ln-4 Who makes the final decision:




(E) Plant Supervisor 4
(F) Plant Staff 4
(G) Other 0
I II. 5 Time length from start to final decision:
(A) 0-3 months 28
(B) 3-6 months 24
(C) 6 months- 1 year 23
(D) 1-3 years 5
(E) 3 years* 1
1 1 1.6 Sales opinion prior to proposal:
(A) Yes 43
(B) No 11
(C) No separate sales employees 24
1 1 1. 7 Marketing opinion prior to proposal:
(A) Yes 32
(B) No 7
(C) No separate marketing employees 40
1 1 1. 8 Sales present at proposal review:
(A) Yes 23
(B) No 31
(C) No separate sales employees 25
1 1 1.9 Marketing present at proposal review:
(A) Yes 20
(B) No 20
(C) No separate marketing employees 39
III. 10 General manager speaks for marketing/sales:
(A) Sates only 1
(B) Marketing only 3
(C) Both 50
(D) Neither 16
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